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Abstract: This contribution sheds light on the potential of transparent user models for self-actualization. 1

It discusses the development of EDUSS, a conceptual framework for self-actualization goals of trans- 2

parent user modeling. Drawing from a qualitative research approach, the framework investigates self- 3

actualization from psychology and computer science disciplines and derives a set of self-actualization 4

goals and mechanisms. Following a human-centered design (HCD) approach, the framework was 5

applied in an iterative process to systematically design a set of interactive visualizations to help users 6

achieve different self-actualization goals in the scientific research domain. For this purpose, an ex- 7

plainable user interest model within a recommender system is utilized to provide various information 8

on how the interest models are generated from users’ publication data. The main contributions are 9

threefold: First, a synthesis of research on self-actualization from different domains. Second, EDUSS, 10

a theoretically-sound self-actualization framework for transparent user modeling consisting of five 11

main goals, namely Explore, Develop, Understand, Scrutinize, and Socialize. Third, an instantiation of 12

the proposed framework to effectively design interactive visualizations that can support the different 13

self-actualization goals, following an HCD approach. 14

Keywords: Transparent User Model, Open User Model, Scrutable User Model, Explainable User 15

Model; Self-Actualization; Human-Centered Design; Explainable Recommendation 16

1. Introduction 17

User modeling has been used in many disciplines such as e-commerce, e-learning, 18

business, advertisements, digital marketing, adaptive systems, and recommender systems 19

(RS) to fulfill a unified aim which is to have a digital representation of the current and/or 20

potential users in order to provide relevant content to them. Working on improving this 21

process and enriching it with various features has been ongoing since its first emergence 22

till today. Among these features, openness, scrutability, and explainability are the most 23

investigated ones by researchers from different disciplines in view of their significant 24

impact on the user’s perception of the systems and the outcomes provided by these systems. 25

Opening the user model means allowing users to see how the system is perceiving them 26

in a human-understandable form, which will lead to several benefits such as improving 27

the accuracy of the model [1]. Scrutinizing the user model is a concept built on top of 28

openness and is related to user control in a sense that in addition to letting the users 29

inspect their models, they are provided with a feature of interacting with their models 30

with different levels of interactivity [1]. Explaining the user model consists of providing 31

explanations about how these models were generated. In a recommendation context, 32

explaining the user model can enable or improve the scrutability of the RS, that is, allowing 33

users to tell the system if it is wrong [2]. By increasing users’ understanding of how their 34

user models contribute to the resulting RS outcomes, it helps them feel in control of their 35

recommendations, thereby enhancing their experience of the RS [3]. 36
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Seeing that user modeling is heavily related to personalization, user models could 37

face one of the most known issues in this regard which is the filter bubble problem, i.e., 38

trapping the users in their current state, which makes the personalized systems provide 39

limited content. For example, RS will not expose users to items outside their existing 40

interests because of over-tailoring the outcomes with the used user model [2]. Recently, 41

several studies started to investigate the concept of self-actualization and propose it as a 42

solution to the filter bubble problem [4,5]. For instance, Knijnenburg et al. [4] proposed an 43

RS for self-actualization, which is a personalized system that has the explicit goal not just 44

to present users with the best possible items but to support users in developing, exploring, 45

and understanding their own unique tastes and preferences. In the same direction, Graus 46

et al. [6] claimed that user profiles might offer readers insights into their behavior, biases, 47

interests, or expertise, and effectively exposing a user profile can help users who actively 48

seek to reduce biases to do so. More generally, eliciting exploration may yield benefits such 49

as unleashing long tail articles and thus increasing user engagement through broader and 50

more diverse consumption of content. 51

In this work, we aim to take the concept of self-actualization to the user modeling 52

level in order to help users explore, develop, and understand their unique personal pref- 53

erences and interests. This work is significant because it presents a conceptual solution 54

that addresses the potential of explanatory visualizations of transparent user models for 55

self-actualization. To this end, first, we reviewed the literature on self-actualization from 56

the psychology and computer science domains to derive different self-actualization goals 57

and concrete mechanisms to achieve them. Second, we developed a conceptualization 58

framework for self-actualization goals that could be targeted and achieved when dealing 59

with transparent user modeling. Third, drawing on the proposed framework, we lever- 60

aged the Human-Centered Design (HCD) approach to systematically design interactive 61

visualizations of different aspects of the user model to support different self-actualization 62

goals. 63

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 report on the 64

related work on transparent user modeling and self-actualization goals. Section 4 describes 65

the steps that were taken to develop our framework to conceptualize self-actualization 66

goals of transparent user modeling. This framework provides the theoretical background 67

of possible self-actualization goals and how these goals could be achieved through various 68

mechanisms. In Section 5, we instantiate the proposed framework and follow the HCD 69

approach to systematically design interactive visualizations to help users achieve different 70

self-actualization goals. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and outlines perspectives 71

for future work. 72

2. Transparent User Modeling 73

Approaches to transparent user modeling may be of relevance in different contexts 74

where interpretability, trust, and user control are key requirements. In this section, we 75

address the concept of making the user model transparent from the perspectives of adaptive 76

systems, intelligent tutoring systems and other educational systems, as well as explainable 77

recommender systems. 78

2.1. Adaptive Systems 79

Adaptive and personalized systems are spreading widely and gradually playing an 80

increasingly important role in our everyday lives. This has made us used to interact with 81

these systems that help us in several scenarios, ranging from services of music suggestions 82

to movie recommendations to personal assistants able to proactively support us in complex 83

decision-making tasks. Unfortunately, most of these systems adopt black box models 84

whose internal mechanisms are opaque to end-users. Users typically enjoy personalized 85

suggestions or like to be supported in their decision-making tasks. However, they are 86

not aware of the general rationale that guides the algorithms in the adaptation process, 87

leading to a lack of transparency and trust with these systems. Therefore, it is crucial to 88
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make the internal mechanisms that guide these algorithms as clear as possible. Recent 89

research stressed the need for explainable adaptive systems. Further, many researchers 90

highlighted the potential of transparent user models to add transparency and controllability 91

to adaptive systems. For example, Wasinger et al. [7] pointed out that adaptive systems 92

that incorporate user modelling components need to satisfy not just a number of functional 93

requirements but also end-user requirements such as scrutability, user control, and reuse 94

of user model content. Ahn et al. [8] focused on the application of open user models 95

in adding transparency and controllability to adaptive news systems. The results of 96

their study confirmed that users prefer transparency and control in their systems and 97

generate more trust in such systems. I the same direction, Rahdari et al. [9] presented an 98

information exploration system with an open and controllable user model, which supports 99

undergraduate students in finding research advisors. The authors made the user model 100

of interests directly visible and editable by the end-users so that the user can add relevant 101

topics as well as remove less relevant keywords. The results of their study indicated that 102

exploratory profile building based on open user models can lead to better user experience. 103

Despite the recognized benefits of transparent user models, current adaptive systems tend to 104

go in the opposite direction, since most of the approaches try to maximize the effectiveness 105

of the personalization strategy at the expense of the explainability and transparency of the 106

user model. 107

2.2. Intelligent Tutoring Systems 108

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) (also known as AI in education) represent a popular 109

application of adaptive systems in the educational domain. ITS research strives to pro- 110

vide personalized help, feedback, and pedagogical interventions by modelling a variety 111

of features that are important for individualized instruction, such as students’ domain 112

knowledge and cognitive skills, behaviors, as well as their meta-cognitive abilities and 113

affective states [10]. Development of strategies and approaches that assist students in better 114

understanding of how their learning is captured and approximated in educational systems 115

has been studied in a branch of ITS research known as Open Learner Modeling (OLM) 116

[1,11]. OLMs are learner models that are externalised and made accessible to students or 117

other stakeholders such as instructors. They are often opened through visualizations, as 118

an important means of support for learning [11]. These models might represent attributes 119

regarding learner’s knowledge, interests, affect, or other cognitive dimensions, which 120

typically are inferred based on the learner’s interactions with the system [11]. OLMs allow 121

users to access their content with varying levels of interactivity. For example, an OLM can 122

be scrutable (users may view the system’s current assessment of their states and abilities), 123

cooperative or negotiable (the user and the system work together to arrive at an assessment), 124

and editable (the user can directly change the system’s assessment and representation of 125

their model at will) [10]. 126

The use of OLMs in ITS has demonstrated multiple benefits that these models can 127

bring. Conati et al. [10] pointed out that OLMs can serve two main purposes; first to support 128

metacognitive processes of reflection, self-monitoring and planning, and second to improve 129

model accuracy by enabling students to adjust the system’s prediction and representation 130

of their models when these are deemed inaccurate by students. The authors noted that 131

the more interactive the OLM, the more interpretable and explainable the underlying 132

representations may need to be. They further summarized key considerations that need to 133

be taken into account when designing OLMs, by citing four dimensions which are expressed 134

as questions as proposed by [1], namely (Why the model is built?; Which aspect of the model 135

to reveal?; How is the model accessed and the degree to which it can be manipulated by the 136

user?; and Who has access to the model?). Basu et al. [12] proposed an editable OLM which 137

allows students to build models of their knowledge by exploring concepts, properties and 138

relations between them in open ended exploratory learning environments (OELE). The 139

authors showed that editable OLMs can provide effective, engaging and trusted learning 140

tools if they are accompanied by fine-grained support from the system. Putnam and Conati 141
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[13] presented a pilot study towards understanding when and if it is necessary for an ITS to 142

explain its underlying user modeling techniques to students. The results showed an overall 143

positive sentiment towards wanting an explanation. Based on the results of this pilot study, 144

Conati et al. [14] developed why and how explanations that provide the users insights on 145

the user modeling and hint provision mechanisms used in the ITS. The authors found in 146

their study that providing explanations increase students’ trust in the ITS hints, perceived 147

usefulness of the hints, and intention to use them again. Likewise, Li and Zhao [15] argued 148

that adding explainability to user modeling techniques would make them more acceptable 149

by practitioners. 150

2.3. Other Educational Systems 151

In an educational context, in addition to ITS, the OLM was also adopted in the domain 152

of game-based learning. For example, Hocine [16] developed a serious game based on 153

an OLM that helps in self-regulation for attention training. The author argued that the 154

transparency of the model may help users follow their progression, develop their learning 155

strategy, and self-regulate their skills. Similarly, Hooshyar et al. [17] proposed to apply 156

OLMs to educational games to overcome two challenges associated with educational games, 157

namely transparency in assessing educational outcomes in real-time gameplay, and clarity 158

in representing those results to players. The authors argued that applying OLMs within 159

gameplay sessions could help learners independently track, reflect on, and pace their 160

learning processes. 161

Recent contributions from the learning analytics (LA) and educational data mining 162

(EDM) communities have also emphasized the importance of transparent, understandable 163

OLMs that provide insight and enhance learners’ understanding of interactions with learn- 164

ing environments [18]. OLMs have been integrated into learning analytics dashboards 165

(LADs) to help learners monitor, reflect on, and regulate their own learning [19,20]. Further- 166

more, OLMs have been used as an explanation for educational recommender systems. For 167

instance, Abdi et al. [18] found that complementing an educational recommender systems 168

with OLMs to provide justification for their recommendations can have a positive effect 169

on student engagement and their perception about the effectiveness of the system despite 170

potentially making the system harder to navigate. Barria Pineda and Brusilovsky [21] 171

argued that OLM interfaces could be used to explain learning content recommendations 172

when they are generated based on student level of knowledge of the domain. Building 173

on this work, Barria-Pineda and Brusilovsky [22] presented an explainable educational 174

recommender system, named Mastery Grids, which uses an interactive OLM as an ap- 175

proach to explain need-based recommendations and make them more transparent. Beyond 176

the educational context, transparent user models have also been applied in recommender 177

systems in different application domains, as we will discuss next. 178

2.4. Explainable Recommender Systems 179

Recommender systems (RS) represent another popular instance of adaptive and per- 180

sonalized systems. In RS, user models, which are based on users’ interests and preferences, 181

are used to predict the suitability of items to be recommended. How these user models are 182

inferred and used in the recommendation process are often not transparent to end-users. 183

To address these issues, explainable RS have gained an increasing importance in the last 184

two decades. The focus of an explanation can be on different parts of the RS, namely the 185

recommendation input (i.e., user model), process (i.e., algorithm), or output (i.e., recom- 186

mended items) [23,24]. Compared to explainability of the recommendation output or the 187

recommendation process, focusing on the recommendation input is under-explored in 188

explainable recommendation research [6,25,26]. 189

The rise of distrust and skepticism related to the collection and use of personal data, 190

and privacy concerns in general has led to an increased interest in transparency of black- 191

box user models, used to provide recommendations [27]. Many researchers stressed the 192

importance of enabling transparency by opening, scrutinizing, and explaining the black 193
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box user profiles, that serve as input for the RS. This can help users become aware of their 194

interests used for the recommendations [28], build a more accurate mental model of the 195

system [26], detect wrong assumptions made by the system [28], contribute to scrutability, 196

allowing users to provide explicit feedback on their generated user profiles [6], help detect 197

biases which is crucial to producing fair recommendations, thus leading to increased trust 198

in the system [26], and facilitate users’ self-actualization [6,27]. 199

Several recommendation tools have represented and exposed the user model behind 200

the recommendation mechanism [21,29–31]. However, scrutability is lacking in these tools. 201

Scrutability in RS refers to allowing users to correct their models when they disagree with 202

(parts of) it or modify their models in order to adjust the recommendation results according 203

to their needs and preferences [2,26]. The interest in providing scrutable user models has 204

increased in the last decade and various studies have been conducted in this direction, 205

presenting systems that enable scrutability and provide user control on the input layer of 206

the RS [3,9,32–39]. Explaining user models goes beyond just exposing and manipulating 207

the user model to provide concrete explanations of how the user model was inferred. Only 208

few works followed this approach and provided explanations of the user model to make 209

the RS transparent [24–27,40]. 210

3. Self-Actualization 211

The concept of self-actualization was initially studied by psychologists. However, 212

other disciplines such as computer science adopted this concept to provide novel solutions 213

to several faced issues. In this section, we discuss this concept from both psychology and 214

computer science perspectives. 215

3.1. Psychology Perspective 216

Self-actualization is a psychological concept that was developed in the 20th century 217

by Kurt Goldstein [41], Carl Rogers [42], and Abraham Maslow [43], who have contributed 218

immensely to the understanding of this concept. The term self-actualization was first intro- 219

duced into scientific circulation by Goldstein [41] as the ultimate goal of every organism. 220

According to the author, self-actualization involves the tendency to actualize an organism’s 221

individual capacities as much as possible. It thus refers to the desire for self-fulfillment, and 222

the propensity of an individual to become actualized in his potential Goldstein [41,44]. The 223

concept of self-actualization was further developed in the works of Rogers and Maslow – 224

representatives of humanistic psychology. They described self-actualization more narrowly 225

than did Goldstein by applying it solely to human beings — rather than all organisms. 226

Rogers [42] described self-actualization as a continuous lifelong process whereby an indi- 227

vidual’s self-concept is maintained and enhanced via reflection and the reinterpretation of 228

various experiences which enable the individual to recover, change and develop. Within 229

the framework of his concept, self-actualization is “the tendency of an organism to develop 230

its abilities in order to preserve and develop its personality” [45, p. 45]. Maslow [43] also 231

viewed self-actualization as the complete realization of one’s potential as manifest in peak 232

experiences which involve the full development of one’s abilities [46]. It “refers to the desire 233

of people to realize themselves, namely, the tendency to manifest in what is potentially 234

inherent in them. This inclination can be defined as the desire to show the distinctive 235

features inherent in a person in order to achieve everything he is capable of in a more 236

prominent degree” [47, p. 68]. Self-actualization is the highest motive in the hierarchy of 237

needs by Maslow who pointed out that the state of self-actualization is obtainable only 238

after one’s fundamental needs for survival, safety, love and self-esteem are satisfied [43,47]. 239

Self-actualization processes are also discussed in educational psychology and mainly 240

explained with metacognition theories and models. Self-actualization is the principal 241

function of education and education is "the process of the individual human being making 242

of himself what he wishes to be" [48, p. 133]. Strategies that target student’s personal de- 243

velopment besides academic achievements include targeted interventions for encouraging 244
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lifelong learning and improving metacognitive abilities and skills, which help scaffold the 245

never-ending self-growth, and thus self-actualization [49–53]. 246

3.2. Computer Science Perspective 247

The first attempt to consider self-actualization in RS was reported in [4]. The authors 248

argued that the filter bubble problem can be overcome by building “Recommender Systems 249

for Self-Actualization” (RSSA), i.e., personalized systems that have the explicit goal to 250

not just present users with the best possible items, but to support users in developing, 251

exploring, and understanding their own unique tastes and preferences. Building upon this 252

work, Wilkinson [54] presented an RSSA that has potential to help users in understanding 253

their unique tastes through development and exploration. In addition to displaying a 254

Top-N list, the proposed system also displays different lists that promote exploration and 255

taste development by addressing the issues of incorrect negative predictions, unknown 256

preferences, and novel or controversial items. Similarly, Guo [55] stressed the need for RS 257

that concentrate on the more complex situation of helping users in developing their prefer- 258

ences rather than only suggesting accurate items. The authors argued that RS should more 259

actively keep the user “in-the-loop” by providing alternative recommendation lists that go 260

beyond the traditional Top-N list. As possible implementations of an RSSA, they discussed 261

four algorithms that generate such alternative recommendation lists in order to enable the 262

RS to gain a more holistic view of the user and also allow the user to learn more about 263

themselves. Harambam et al. [56] confirmed that the different RSSA strategies proposed in 264

[4] are not just theoretical solutions, but have real empirical grounding in peoples concerns, 265

needs and wishes. The authors conducted focus groups or moderated think-aloud sessions 266

to systematically study how people evaluate different control mechanisms for the three 267

different phases in the recommendation process (i.e., data input, process, and output) in 268

a News recommendation prototype. They found that controlling the input (through an 269

intelligible user profile) and the process (providing possibilities to influence the recommen- 270

dation algorithms) were highly valued, especially when these control mechanisms can be 271

operated in relation to achieving personal self-actualization goals. 272

The benefits of designing RS for self-actualization were further confirmed in other 273

efforts to connect explanations of user profiles with self-actualization goals. Graus et al. 274

[6] described how explaining the typically “black box” user profiles, that serve as the RS’ 275

input can be beneficial in several aspects. These include transparency to help users better 276

understand the underlying mechanisms of the RS, scrutability to allow users to provide 277

explicit feedback on the constructed user profiles, and self-actualization to support users 278

in understanding and exploring their personal preferences. Likewise, Sullivan et al. [27] 279

focused on explaining the user profile for self-actualization in the news domain. They 280

presented a conceptual framework that defines goals of explanations, based on three layers 281

that enable users to answer different questions depending on different goals, namely 282

transparency, contextualization, and self-actualization. According to the authors, the self- 283

actualization layer is goal-directed and allows for user-control to achieve those goals. 284

Further, they instantiated the proposed framework by evaluating an explanation interface 285

for two self-actualization goals (i.e., broaden horizons and discover the unexplored). The 286

results of their study showed that providing users with different goals for self-actualization 287

influences their reading intentions for news recommendations. 288

4. A Framework for Self-Actualization Goals of Transparent User Modeling 289

In this section, we present and discuss EDUSS, our proposed framework for self- 290

actualization goals of transparent user modeling. To this end, we present the method we 291

followed to collect and cluster related work on self-actualization goals. Then, we report 292

the results of our investigation and describe how we compiled these goals into the EDUSS 293

framework. 294
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4.1. Method 295

We investigated the literature from both psychology and computer science disciplines 296

to extract self-actualization goals along with their descriptions. We analyzed the existing 297

works considering what could be presented as a self-actualization goal to be targeted when 298

making a user model transparent. We started by extracting self-actualization goals from 299

popular definitions of self-actualization in psychology and computer science (see Section 300

3). Further, we collected papers about self-actualization by querying Google Scholar and 301

Semantic Scholar for all papers with the key terms ’self-actualization’ AND ’user model’ and 302

’self-actualization’ AND ’recommender system’ in their abstract, title, or authors’ keywords. 303

Also, we checked the references of the relevant papers. In order to cover the maximum of the 304

works on self-actualization related to user modeling and/or RS, we used ’Connected Papers’ 305

1 which is a visual tool developed to help researchers find and explore relevant related 306

papers. This step resulted in 304 papers. After initial processing of the papers’ abstracts, 307

removing duplicates and irrelevant entries, i.e., those papers without concrete mechanisms 308

on how a personalized system can support users’ self-actualization, we ended up with 309

15 papers. We then read those papers in detail and collected and clustered potential self- 310

actualization goals as well as mechanisms to achieve these goals. Each extracted goal was 311

assigned to only one cluster. Where necessary, a new cluster was added. As a result, main 312

goals and sub-goals of self-actualization emerged from an iterative bottom-up clustering 313

process. 314

4.2. Results 315

This section reports the results of our analysis of the literature on self-actualization 316

goals and related mechanisms to achieve these goals. 317

4.2.1. Self-Actualization Goals 318

Our analysis of the literature resulted in a set of thirteen potential self-actualization 319

goals. These goals, their description, and their sources are presented in Table 1. After 320

collecting the first set of potential goals, we followed a bottom-up approach to cluster 321

them. The most common definition of self-actualization refers to personalized systems that 322

support users in exploring, developing, and understanding their own unique taste. Hence, 323

we considered Explore, Develop and Understand as potential main goals. We found that some 324

other goals would semantically fit under these goals, so we grouped them as sub-goals 325

of these goals. For instance, we assigned Broaden horizons and Recognize blind spots in user 326

model as sub-goals under the main goal Explore. We then tried to cluster the remaining goals 327

resulting in two new main goals, namely Scrutinize and Socialize. For instance, the goals 328

"Correct or confirm", "View the user model", "Negotiate the user model", and "Edit the user 329

model" were grouped under the more general goal Scrutinize. Similarly, we used Socialize 330

to refer to the goal "Develop taste-based communities". Following this bottom-up approach 331

to cluster the identified goals resulted in the Explore - Develop - Understand - Scrutinize - 332

Socialize (EDUSS) framework which represents a hierarchical grouping of self-actualization 333

goals, as depicted in Figure 1. 334

Table 1. Potential self-actualization goals

Goal Description References
Explore Explore one’s own tastes. [4]

Explore underdeveloped tastes.
Cover unexplored potential preferences. [55]
Explore tastes that go beyond the mainstream.
Explore one’s unique personal preferences. [6]
Explore beyond their known interests. [56]

1 https://www.connectedpapers.com/
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Continuation of Table 1
Goal Description References

Explore new items that they might be interesting and fur-
ther build new preferences.

[57]

Explore new tastes. [38]
Enable the learner to explore their learner model. [58]

Develop Develop new preferences. [38,57,59]
Develop deep learning and meta-cognitive approaches to
learning.

[1]

Develop ones’ unique tastes and preferences. [4,6,54,55]
The propensity of an individual to become actualized in his
potential.

[44]

The tendency of an organism to develop its abilities in order
to preserve and develop its personality.

[45]

Self-actualization can be described as the complete realiza-
tion of one’s potential ... which involve the full develop-
ment of one’s abilities and appreciation for life.

[46]

Broaden hori-
zons

Make small steps outside of current interests. [27]

Offer “news from unexplored territories”, inspired by the
notion of diversity, helps readers to expand their horizon.

[56]

Discover the un-
explored

Urge users to explore topics they are largely outside of their
current interests.

[27]

Offer “surprising news”, inspired by the notion of serendip-
ity, generates a random order of items.

[56]

Recognize blind
spots in the user
model

Encourage users to identify their blind spots through visu-
alizations.

[60,61]

Make users aware of blind-spots in their profile. [62]
Present users their filter bubbles (blind spots) to encourage
them to explore new items

[57]

Cover all users’
tastes

Help the user discover all of their preferences. [4]

Discover new and unknown areas of one’s own taste.
Get a more holistic representation of the user’s tastes. [55]
The system is able to cover all of user’s tastes. [54]

Understand own
unique tastes

Support users in understanding their unique tastes and
preferences.

[4,54,55]

Offer “news from the other ideological side”, inspired by
the notion of intellectual diplomacy, helps people to under-
stand their ideological counterparts.

[56]

Understand the
inner workings
of the system

When users feel educated about algorithmic workings of
a RS, they can be more motivated to explore items beyond
their usual interests.

[62]

The system will explain why it believes its current assess-
ment to be correct by providing evidence to support these
beliefs.

[10]

By exposing the user profile we can support users in better
understanding part of the underlying mechanisms of the
recommender system.

[6]

Correct or con-
firm

Presenting users with a list of things the system predicts the
user will hate will allow users to correct or confirm these
predictions.

[4,54]
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Continuation of Table 1
Goal Description References

Providing users the ability to correct their profiles when
they disagree with (parts of) it.

[1,6,63]

Show recommendations with a low predicted rating, allow-
ing users to correct potential “false negatives”.

[55]

The individual’s self-concept is maintained and enhanced
via reflection and the reinterpretation of various experi-
ences which enable the individual to recover, change and
develop.

[42]

View the user
model

Users may view the model’s current evaluation of relevant
student’s states and abilities.

[1,10,63]

Negotiate the
user model

The user and the system work together to arrive at an as-
sessment.

[1,10,54]

Edit the user
model

The user can directly change the model assessment and
system’s representation of their knowledge at will.

[1,3,10,32]

Develop taste-
based communi-
ties

Users actively recommend items to other users which can
contribute to a sense of fulfilment (helping others) and
pride (being called upon for expertise).

[4]

Recommend groups of users to come together and develop
“taste-based communities” that are based on shared prefer-
ences.
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Figure 1. The EDUSS Framework for self-actualization goals of transparent user modeling
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4.2.2. Self-Actualization Mechanisms 335

After the clustering process of the goals and the sub-goals, we read again the reviewed 336

papers and collected the proposed mechanisms related to each goal. These mechanisms 337

represent concrete actions to achieve self-actualization goals. The collected mechanisms 338

with their descriptions are presented in Table 2. 339

Table 2. Mechanisms to achieve self-actualization goals

Mechanism Description References

Increase diversity gradually Not connect users to completely unrelated items, but gradu-
ally increase diversity, to slowly move out of their epistemic
bubble

[27]

Visualize underdeveloped parts of a user
model

Visualizing under-explored parts of a user profile improves
exploration

[27]

Connect users based on shared preferences Recommend groups of users to come together and develop
“taste-based communities” that are based on shared prefer-
ences, e.g. regarding certain controversial items.

[4]

Explore under-represented preferences Focus on exploring underdeveloped tastes, rather than opti-
mizing the probability that users will like the recommenda-
tions.

[4,55]

Detect not just some but all of the user’s
preferences

Show a list of hard-to-predict items that may be used to
identify unexpressed preferences.

[4]

Try new things Recommenders can help users to better understand their
own tastes, because developing one’s tastes means trying
new things, even if this includes things that one may not like.

[4,54]

Access the user model with varying levels
of interactivity

Allow users to access their content with varying levels of
interactivity

[1,10]

Explain the user model (i.e., the system’s
input)

Summarize and visualize the high dimensional internal rep-
resentations of users (i.e., user profiles) in such a way that
users can interpret them, and take action on them.

[6,27]

4.3. The EDUSS Framework 340

Table 3. A summary of self-actualization goals along with their related mechanisms

Goals Sub-goals Mechanisms

Explore Broaden horizons Increase diversity gradually

Recognize blind spots in the user model Explore under-represented preferences
Develop Discover the unexplored Visualize underdeveloped parts of a user model

Try new things

Cover all users’ tastes Detect not just some but all of the user’s preferences
Understand Understand own unique tastes

Explain the user model (i.e., the system’s input)
Understand the inner workings of the system

Scrutinize Correct or confirm
View the user model Access the user model with varying levels of interactivity
Negotiate the user model
Edit the user model

Socialize Develop taste-based communities Connect users based on shared preferences

The EDUSS framework emerged from an iterative bottom-up clustering process and 341

resulted in five main goals and eleven sub-goals. A summary of these goals along with 342

their related mechanisms is provided in Table 3. 343
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Explore: This is one of the main goals proposed in [4] where the authors define a rec- 344

ommender system of self-actualization (RSSA) that has the explicit goal to not just present 345

users with the best possible items, but instead to support users in exploring their own 346

unique taste. This RSSA focuses on exploration rather than consumption, that means it does 347

not focus on optimizing the probability that the user will like recommendations, but instead 348

on exploring underdeveloped tastes. Likewise, Guo [55] agree that RSSAs acknowledge 349

the value of alternative items for helping the user explore their tastes and preferences. The 350

authors described techniques to generate alternative lists such as "Things we are not sure 351

about" containing items for which there is no sufficient data for a particular user available, 352

thus, covering unexplored potential preference and "Things that are controversial" show- 353

ing recommendations that are polarizing among like-minded users, allowing the user to 354

explore tastes that go beyond the mainstream. Moreover, Harambam et al. [56] argued that 355

providing a transparent news RS makes users not only more satisfied and trustful of the 356

RS, but also they will be activated to explore beyond their known interests, which increases 357

the diversity of recommended contents. In the music RS domain, Liang and Willemsen 358

[59] reported that rather than designing a behavior change oriented RS, several guided 359

exploration tools are built to help people explore new items that they might be interested in 360

and further build new preferences towards them. In a more recent study related to music 361

recommendation, Liang and Willemsen [38] investigated how interactive design in the 362

context of music genre exploration can support users to explore new preferences. They 363

argued that by increasing awareness for exploration, people gradually step into the action 364

stage of the behavioral change process, willing to take actions to explore new tastes. In 365

summary, the self-actualization goal Explore means discovering new things but still within 366

one’s circle of interests. 367

This main goal could be split into two more specific sub-goals. The first sub-goal 368

Broaden horizons was extracted from [27,56]. Sullivan et al. [27] aimed at supporting the 369

user to identify familiar topics that are close to their interests but are largely unexplored 370

while Harambam et al. [56] aimed at offering news from unexplored territories to help users 371

expand their reading horizon. As a possible mechanism to achieve the sub-goal Broaden 372

horizons, Sullivan et al. [27] proposed to "Increase diversity gradually" by making small 373

steps outside of users’ current circle of interests. The second sub-goal Recognize blind spots 374

in the user model was extracted from [38,56,57,60–62]. For instance, Tintarev et al. [61] inves- 375

tigated how they can help users to better understand their consumption profiles through 376

visualizations aiming at revealing to users regions of the recommendation space that are 377

unknown to them, i.e., blind-spots. Building upon this work, Kumar and Tintarev [60] pro- 378

posed an approach for visualizing blind-spots in user profiles, thereby indirectly nudging 379

users to diverse exploration. These blind-spots are visualized by enabling comparisons 380

between a user’s consumption pattern with that of other users of the system. In general, 381

the main idea behind this sub-goal is to support users in recognizing blind spots in their 382

profiles, i.e., regions of the preference-space that are underrepresented, to encourage them 383

to further explore the recommendation space. "Explore under-represented preferences" 384

was suggested as a mechanism to recognize blind spots in the user model [4,55]. 385

Develop: This self-actualization goal is mainly very related to the human-being nature 386

since human are dynamic by nature and always seek to develop and evolve during one’s life. 387

Maslow [46] mentioned this goal in his definition of self-actualization: "Self-actualization 388

can be described as the complete realization of one’s potential ... which involve the full 389

development of one’s abilities and appreciation for life". This goal was also extracted 390

from [45] where the author defines self-actualization as "the tendency of an organism 391

to develop its abilities in order to preserve and develop its personality". Supporting 392

users in developing their own unique tastes and preferences is one of the main goals of a 393

recommender system for self-actualization (RSSA) [4,54,55] Knijnenburg et al. [4] pointed 394

out that experiencing controversial items could allow the user to develop unique tastes. 395

The authors proposed to detect such items and to present them to the user, which can 396

help users to better understand their own tastes, because developing one’s tastes means 397
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trying new things, even if this includes things that one may not like. Similarly, Liang [57] 398

investigated how RS can help people develop new preferences and goals. The authors 399

argued that RS for developing new preferences should provide users with more explicit 400

guidance and support towards new preferences rather than just introducing new or diverse 401

items as most of the current diversification and novelty approaches do. They proposed 402

that developing users’ preferences could be system-initiated or user-initiated, i.e., users 403

sometimes intend to develop their unique interests (user-initiated), and sometimes the 404

system is nudging/supporting the user towards development. In the educational context, 405

the Develop goal refers to developing deep learning and meta-cognitive approaches to 406

learning [1]. Compared to the self-actualization goal Explore which aims at discovering 407

new things but still within one’s circle of interests, the self-actualization goal Develop aims 408

at developing new tastes and preferences which can be outside one’s circle of interests. 409

This goal could be split into two more specific sub-goals. The first one is Discover the 410

unexplored which was extracted from [27], and it consists of making bigger steps outside 411

of the current circle of preferences, even if this includes "Things that one may not like", 412

"Things we have no clue about", or "Things that are polarizing", which would allow the 413

user to develop new unique tastes [4,54,55]. "Visualize underdeveloped parts of a user 414

model" [27] and "Try new things" [4,54] were proposed as mechanisms to achieve this 415

sub-goal. The second sub-goal Cover all users’ tastes which was extracted from [4,54,55] aims 416

at helping users to achieve the completeness of their user models, including new potential 417

tastes and preferences. This sub-goal can be achieved through the mechanism "Detect not 418

just some but all of the users’ preferences", as proposed in [4]. 419

Understand: Related to the previous two self-actualization goals, exploring and devel- 420

oping one’s tastes can also help users understand their own tastes better [4]. According 421

to Knijnenburg et al. [4], such deep understanding of one’s own tastes is a particularly 422

important goal in decisions that have a resounding impact on one’s life and also important 423

for cultural diversity. This goal could be split into two sub-goals: Understand own unique 424

tastes [4,54–56] and Understand the inner workings of the system [6,10,62]. An effective mecha- 425

nism to meet these sub-goals is to "Explain the user model" [6,27] in order to increase the 426

transparency of the system. In the case of RS, transparency can be achieved either by ex- 427

plaining the input (i.e., user model), process (i.e., algorithm), or output (i.e., recommended 428

items). Switching the focus on explaining the user model enables a more complete picture 429

of the information used as input in the RS and how this information is used to generate 430

recommendations. This would lead to a more complete explanation of the inner workings 431

of the RS [6,27]. 432

Scrutinize: Compared to the goals that we clustered under Explore, Develop, and 433

Understand, as discussed above, the goals Correct or confirm, View the user model, Negotiate 434

the user model, and Edit the user model require user’s agency with the system generating 435

the user model, with increasing levels of interactivity. The user may view the system’s 436

current assessment of their states and abilities [1,10,63], work together with the system to 437

negotiate the system’s assessment [1,10,54], or change the system’s assessment by editing 438

[1,3,10,32], correcting, or confirming the system’s representation of their model [4,42,54,55]. 439

We clustered these goals under the main self-actualization goal Scrutinize. Scrutability is 440

perceived differently depending on the discipline where it is used. In some works in the 441

ITS and OLM fields, scrutability is perceived as a passive inspection of the model which 442

means that the user can only see their model but have no control over it [1,63]. Other 443

works suggest a more active role of the user when interacting with their models [3,10,12,54]. 444

The majority of works in the RS field perceive scrutability as an active inspection of the 445

user model by allowing users to tell the system if it is wrong and enabling them to adjust 446

the model’s predictions when these are deemed inaccurate [2]. In summary, the self- 447

actualization goal Scrutinize gives users agency over their generated model. An effective 448

mechanism to achieve this is by allowing users to "Access the user model with varying 449

levels of interactivity" [1,10] . 450
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Socialize: According to Knijnenburg et al. [4], the idea behind the goal Develop Taste- 451

based communities is to support users in actively recommending items to other users. This 452

can contribute to a sense of fulfillment (helping others) and pride (being called upon for 453

expertise). The authors further suggest to expand beyond simple one-to-one connections 454

between users, to recommend groups of users to come together and develop taste-based 455

communities that are based on shared preferences [4]. This allows the generation of a 456

“community profile”, i.e., aggregation of many user models sharing the same preferences 457

which could be used as an input to provide group recommendations. We used the term 458

Socialize to refer to the goal Develop Taste-based communities. This self-actualization goal is 459

one of the characteristics of Self-actualized people who can benefit from their community 460

and mutual support. This requires that one should be unselfish and provide support to 461

others as well as being open to the idea of receiving help from others [64]. A key mechanism 462

to develop taste-based communities is to "Connect people based on shared preferences" [4]. 463

5. EDUSS Framework in Action 464

We applied the EDUSS framework to systematically design interactive visualizations of 465

user models to support different self-actualization goals in the transparent recommendation 466

and interest modeling application (RIMA) [26]. Below, we provide a brief background 467

about how the application is generating the user interest model and detail the steps we 468

followed to design visualizations for the different self-actualization goals of the EDUSS 469

framework, following a Human-Centered Design (HCD) approach [65]. 470

5.1. User Interest Model Generation 471

The interest models that we are working with represent the input part of the transpar- 472

ent Recommendation and Interest Modeling Application (RIMA) that aims at achieving 473

transparent recommendation by opening, scrutinizing, and explaining user models. [26]. 474

The user interest models in RIMA are generated from users’ publications and tweets. The 475

application uses Semantic Scholar and Twitter IDs provided by users to gather their publica- 476

tions and tweets. It applies unsupervised keyphrase extraction algorithms on the collected 477

publications and tweets to generate keyphrase-based interests. First, our proposed ap- 478

proach starts with extracting candidate interest keywords from the user-generated textual 479

content (e.g., research publications, tweets) using various unsupervised keyword extraction 480

algorithms, including TextRank, SingleRank, TopicRank, TopicalPageRank, PositionRank, 481

MultipartitieRak, Rake, and YAKE!. 482

Inspired by the fact that an interest is often a well-defined concept (article) in Wikipedia, 483

we use a method of interest modeling that mixes unsupervised keyword extraction algo- 484

rithms and Wikipedia as a knowledge base to generate semantically-enriched interest 485

models. Leveraging Wikipedia to infer interest models has the potential to address different 486

semantic-related issues: (a) synonym interests can be merged (b) acronym interests can be 487

reduced, and (c) noise coming from non-relevant keywords can be filtered out. As a result, 488

Wikipedia-based interest models would be more representative and more accurate than 489

keyword-based ones. 490

Further, Wikipedia is used to find the categories of Wikipedia-based interests and 491

generate Wikipedia category-based interests. Enriching an interest model with Wikipedia 492

categories might lead to unexpected but still relevant interests, which can be important to 493

achieve serendipitous encounters. The three main steps of the interest model generation 494

process are illustrated in Figure 2 and described in detail in [66]. 495

5.2. Human-Centered Design 496

Design thinking is an approach to problem forming and solving that is focused on who 497

we are designing for. Human-Centered Design (HCD) is a powerful tool for design thinking. 498

HCD involves the end-user throughout the product development and testing process [67]. 499

It is a multi-stage process that allows for various iterations of a design and subsequent 500

updates to the requirements [65]. Designing with the HCD approach requires that the 501
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Figure 2. Interest model generation in RIMA [66]

user is involved from the very beginning and is regularly consulted for the evaluations of 502

incremental prototypes [68], which ensures that the needs and requirements of the user 503

are taken into consideration throughout the design process. In this way, it is possible to 504

avoid serious mistakes and to save re-implementation time since the first design is based 505

on empirical knowledge of user behavior [69]. There are four different activities in the 506

HCD process, namely Observation, Ideation, Prototyping, and Testing (Figure 3). These four 507

activities are iterated; that is, they are repeated over and over, with each cycle yielding 508

more insights and getting closer to the desired solution. 509

Figure 3. The iterative cycle of HCD [65]

5.3. Designing Visualizations for Self-Actualization 510

Building upon the EDUSS framework, we followed the HCD approach to system- 511

atically design interactive visualizations of transparent user interest models in RIMA to 512

support users’ self-actualization. The final design of these visualizations was the result of 513

three HCD iterations. Next, we outline the iterative design process of the visualizations 514

and their evaluation. 515

5.3.1. Participants 516

For evaluating the different visualization prototypes, a group of potential users were 517

selected to participate in the design process. Our target group are researchers and students 518

who are interested in scientific literature. We recruited users from the local university who 519

were familiar with visualizations. For each design iteration, five different potential users 520

were involved to test and give feedback on the provided prototypes, as recommended by 521

Nielsen [70] in the case of qualitative user studies. Age: 87% 18 - 24; 13% 25-32 Gender: 522
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54% male; 46% female Education: 20% some university, no degree; 73% bachelor degree; 523

7% master degree. 524

5.3.2. First Iteration 525

Observation: In our work, users’ needs for self-actualization are based on the literature 526

review that we conducted to collect self-actualization goals, summarized in the EDUSS 527

framework (see Section 4). 528

529

Ideation: As mentioned in Section 4, each goal has a set of sub-goals, and we defined 530

different mechanisms to achieve these sub-goals. The ideation phase was focused on gen- 531

erating ideas about how to implement these mechanisms. In this phase, a brainstorming 532

session involving two authors and four students from the local university having knowl- 533

edge on RS and information visualization was carried out to collect ideas using an online 534

tool called Miro2. The aim in this initial phase was to collect as many ideas as possible on 535

a given goal and put quantity of ideas over quality. For each mechanism, every idea was 536

written down on a sticky note. After that, these ideas were discussed following a “pitch 537

and critique” approach. This process requires that participants pitch their ideas to the 538

group and the others should give both positive and negative feedback. The last step was 539

the voting process to select the best ideas. For each self-actualization goal, each participant 540

had three votes (using stars) to vote on the best three ideas according to them. Figure 4 541

presents the results of this ideation phase. The big sticky note contains the main goal while 542

the two sticky notes next to it represent the sub-goals. For each sub-goal we have one or 543

more mechanisms representing concrete actions to achieve the goal. 544

As a final result of this ideation phase, we selected the top three voted ideas for each 545

main goal. For the goal Explore, we have the sub-goal Recognize blind spots in the user model 546

with the related mechanism "Explore under-represented preferences". For this sub-goal, the 547

top voted ideas are ’Let the user change the top-N showed interests to see low-weighted 548

interests’ and ’Suggest more similar keywords to the interest with a smaller weight from 549

users publications’. For the sub-goal Broaden Horizons, we have the mechanism "Increase 550

diversity gradually". One idea was selected for this sub-goal, namely ’Suggest interests 551

from journal/conferences scopes’. 552

Regarding the goal Develop, we have the sub-goal of Discover the unexplored for which 553

the extracted mechanisms are "Visualize underdeveloped parts of a user model" and "Try 554

new things". For this sub-goal, the two selected ideas are ’User can add new interest’ and 555

’Same interest from different fields of study’. For the sub-goal Cover all user´s tastes, we 556

have the mechanism "Detect not just some but all of the user’s preferences". One idea was 557

selected for this sub-goal which is ’Suggest to add unrelated preferences with yes or no 558

option / or on a scale from 1-10 how likely would you add this preference’. 559

As for the goals Understand, Scrutinize, and Socialize, three ideas were selected for 560

each one. For Understand, the most voted ideas are ’Explain the algorithm technically’, 561

’Explain the algorithm in human language’, and ’Show the source of the interest with 562

the interest highlighted’. For Scrutinize, the liked ideas are ’Edit interest (change the 563

weight/add/remove)’, ’Interact with visualization’, and ’Different views of the interest 564

set’. Finally, for Socialize, the top voted ideas are "Compare users with similar user models", 565

"Authors from references", and "Add graph representing authors who influenced the user 566

and are most influenced by the user". 567

2 miro.com
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Figure 4. Results of the ideation phase in the first iteration

Prototyping: After the collection of the three most voted ideas for each goal, the next 568

step was to come up with possible visualizations for the different ideas. We discussed 569

various visualizations that we thought are relevant to each idea. Then, we created low- 570

fidelity prototypes as paper mock-ups for each proposed visualization. 571

For the goal Explore, three charts were created, namely a node-link diagram, a target 572

diagram, and a sankey diagram (Figure 5). In the node-link diagram, the node in the 573

middle is representing an existing interest of the user and the outgoing edges point to 574

similar interests. The target diagram has the same idea, where the circle in the middle 575

would be an existing interest, and the surrounding fields are similar interests. Similarly, 576

in the sankey diagram, the starting point would be an existing interest and the outgoing 577

branches would each be a similar interest. 578

Figure 5. Explore: Visualizing similar interests

For the goal Develop, a packed circle chart, a polar area chart, a grouped bubble chart, 579

and a node-link diagram were drawn (Figure 6). For instance, The idea of the packed circle 580

chart was to show the interests of a user inside a bigger circle that represents the user’s 581

interest profile. Next to this circle, possible interests are provided that are not necessarily 582

similar to the existing interests, as the idea of this goal was to show new potential interests. 583

The polar area chart provides a similar visualization, where the center represents the profile 584

of the user and the areas around it represent unrelated interests. The grouped bubble chart 585

consisted of circles in no particular relation to each other. This chart can be connected to 586

multiple ideas, as the circles could all be independent from each other and thus represent 587

unrelated topics. Another interpretation could be, that different groups of circles represent 588

domains, and each circle would be a sub-domain. The idea of taking an existing interest 589

and showing it from a different field of study was done with a node-link diagram, where 590

an existing interest was placed as the original node. The second layer of nodes represent 591

other fields of studies, and each field of study has outgoing edges leading to new potential 592

interests. 593

For the goal Understand, we proposed three visualizations, namely a flowchart, a 594

fishbone diagram, and a linear process diagram which can be used to explain the algorithm 595

behind the interest profile generation, either in a technical manner or in more simple terms 596

that are understandable for lay-users. For instance, the fishbone diagram could be used to 597

reveal the algorithm where each bone represents a single step in the interest model genera- 598

tion process (Figure 7). Additionally, the users were shown a modal where explanatory 599
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Figure 6. Develop: Visualizing new potential interests

information is provided, which is representing the idea of showing the sources from where 600

the users’ interests were extracted. This window contains a tab for the publications and 601

another one for tweets. In the window, the users could see their published papers where 602

the interest mentioned was highlighted. Additional information included the number of 603

publications, the weight of the interest, the algorithm that was used, and the keywords that 604

were used to generate this interest (Figure 7). 605

Figure 7. Understand: Visualizing the interest model generation process

For the goal Scrutinize, more than three mock-ups for the same visualization were 606

needed, as one of the ideas was to give the user the option to switch between different 607

visualizations. As such, a word cloud, a packed circle chart, a polar area chart, a bar 608

chart, and a view with sliders were drawn. The idea to switch between three different 609

visualizations that represent the user profile was illustrated with a word cloud, a packed 610

circle chart, and a polar area chart (Figure 8). For editing and interacting with their own 611

profile, the users were shown a view with a bar chart, buttons, and sliders (Figure 9). 612

For the goal Socialize, a Venn diagram and a butterfly chart were proposed for the 613

comparison of two users with similar profiles. The common interests would be in the 614

middle of the Venn diagram, while in the butterfly chart, the profiles would be next to each 615

other. To realize the idea of ’authors who influenced the user and are most influenced by 616

the user’, we proposed a node-link diagram consisting of the user, who is represented via 617

an icon, in the middle. To the left, three other user icons with arrows going to the middle 618

user were shown. Three outgoing arrows from the middle user lead to three further user 619
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Figure 8. Scrutunize: Visualizations for viewing the user profile

Figure 9. Scrutunize: Visualizations for editing the user profile

icons on the right. This graph could represent which authors influenced the user in the 620

middle the most, and which authors were influenced by them the most (Figure 10). 621

622

Testing: The evaluation of the initial low-fidelity prototypes aims to receive feedback 623

for optimization. This feedback was collected through a qualitative evaluation with five 624

potential users following a think-aloud approach where we used open-ended questions 625

to ask the users about their thoughts on each visualization and their opinions regarding 626

which visualization could be fitting more for which goal. The procedure was to give a 627

small description to explain the self-actualization goals and their meanings. After that, 628

a short summary about the most voted ideas was given. Then, the users were shown 629

each prototype one by one and were asked to which idea it might be related to, and if the 630

prototype can indeed fulfill this idea. If not, they were asked for suggestions to change or 631

add aspects. Regarding the goal Explore, the target diagram and the sankey diagram were 632

confusing to the users at first, while the node-link diagram could easily be linked to the 633

existing ideas, like showing related interests or possible interests from scopes of different 634

journals and conferences. Even with some interventions of the study moderator to explain 635

a potential scenario for all the diagrams, the node-link diagram was still the preferred 636

option. 637
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Figure 10. Socialize: Visualizing users with similar interests and influencing/influenced authors

For the goal Develop, users had difficulties relating the three mentioned visualizations 638

to concrete ideas, and as such the opinions after a short discussion were very dissimilar. The 639

visualizations that were preferred or could be related to the goal Develop and the concrete 640

ideas were the node-link diagram and the two groups of separate circles. 641

For the ideas related to the goal of Understand, the users agreed that they would like 642

the fishbone diagram as a technical explanation of how the interest profile was generated. 643

Regarding a less technical explanation for lay-users, the users liked both a linear process 644

diagram and the fishbone diagram. The prototype to show the source of an extracted 645

interest was mainly favored, but some users agreed that it should show less text at first 646

sight, and present more detailed information on demand via interactions. 647

Concerning the goal Scrutinize, the users were shown a word-cloud, a packed circle 648

chart, and a polar area chart. The majority of users suggested to use these to realize the 649

idea of having different views of their own interests, while mentioning that they did not 650

like the polar area chart. One idea that was suggested was to replace the polar area chart 651

with a simple bar chart, since it would fulfill the same purpose. The users also liked the 652

prototype for interacting with their own profile. The sliders were liked the most in regard 653

to direct editing of their interests. 654

Related to the goal Socialize, The users agreed that the Venn-diagram is a fitting 655

visualization for a comparison between two users or more, while the butterfly chart was 656

disliked. The graph which shows connections between users was suggested to be used 657

to show the most common authors from the users’ own references and simultaneously to 658

have an overview of who influenced the user as well as who was influenced by the user. 659

At the end of the think-aloud session, the users were asked to state a preference 660

between two overarching design approaches. The first one is to present all visualizations 661

separately from each other. That is, upon entering the site, the user would see one visu- 662

alization and could see the others by scrolling down. The second approach is to create a 663

dashboard with a starting page and buttons to navigate between the visualizations of each 664

goal. The participants were shown each view with additional buttons or the option to click 665

on certain elements to get a popover with options. Most users showed a strong preference 666

for the dashboard-based visualization design. 667

In summary, the evaluation of the initial low-fidelity prototypes showed that the 668

participants had different opinions regarding the presented prototypes. Their feedback 669

was helpful to identify additional design details, allowing the visualizations to be refined, 670

which will serve as input for the second design cycle. 671
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5.3.3. Second Iteration 672

Prototyping: The next set of prototypes were also hand-drawn. As the users mentioned 673

preference for a dashboard, this was the starting point for the next mock-ups. The new 674

prototypes represent pages with visualizations that the user would see by clicking on one 675

of the tabs above the dashboard or the buttons that were provided. The starting page in the 676

dashboard shows a bar chart representing the seven most important interests in a user’s 677

profile (Figure 11). Additionally, there is a "Show more" button at the bottom left of the 678

dashboard. This was originally intended to give the users the option to change the number 679

of interests that are shown to them. The arrow to the right of the bar chart takes the user to 680

another view of the interest profile, i.e., a word cloud or a packed circle chart. The five tabs 681

at the top represent each self-actualization goal. In addition to the tab "Explore", the tabs 682

"New Things", "How does it work?", "My Interests", and "People" are supposed to realize 683

the goals Develop, Understand, Scrutinize, and Socialize, respectively. By clicking on the tabs 684

"Explore" and "New Things", the users will see a node-link diagram. For "Explore", similar 685

interests to the own interest profile are shown, while for "New Things" unrelated topics 686

are included. The "How does it work?" tab presents the user a fishbone diagram with the 687

explanation of the algorithm. Clicking on the "My Interests" tab shows the slider-based 688

view, where the user can add or delete interests and change their weights. The tab "People" 689

contains the two visualizations related to the goal "Socialize", namely a Venn diagram to 690

enable the comparison of two interest profiles (Figure 12) and a node-link diagram, taken 691

from the first iteration.

Figure 11. Dashboard starting page
692

Figure 12. Venn diagram for comparing two interest profiles
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Clicking on a single interest in the bar chart on the dashboard start page shows three 693

buttons. "Similar interests" is the same idea as in "Explore", just locally. This means that the 694

users can explore based on one concrete interest, as shown in Figure 13. "Why this interest?" 695

shows from which publication the interests were extracted. This is another version of 696

the text-based view in the first iteration, just with less text and a compact overview, as 697

proposed by the evaluators. When clicking on "Edit", the users will see the slider-based 698

view under the "My Interests" tab, this time with that specific interest highlighted. 699

Figure 13. Node-link diagram for exploration starting from one interest

700

Testing: The second evaluation round was conducted with five other users. First, the 701

users were shown the dashboard starting page with the bar chart showing the interests and 702

their respective weights. After that, the users were nudged to set the flow of the interview, 703

with questions like “what would you do next?”. After getting to a new page, the users 704

were asked if this behavior was expected for them, and how they would expect to interact 705

with each page. This was done in order to get more concrete input from users regarding 706

the specific interactions they expect regarding the dashboard. The naming and ordering of 707

the tabs was also a subject of discussion. Regarding the "Show more" button, the users said 708

that "the naming for this button is ambiguous and not really clear". They also suggested to 709

move it closer to the visualization in the middle in order to indicate that they are connected 710

to each other. The arrow to switch between the views was not recognizable for most of 711

the users. Two users did not see the arrow at all, and had to be reminded that it exists. 712

Users suggested making it "stand out more visually" and to "somehow indicate the function 713

of switching between different views". Additionally the feedback to have an arrow for 714

moving back as well was provided by three users. The opinions in regards to the places 715

of the five tabs in the dashboard were very similar for the majority of users. Three users 716

mentioned that they would expect the name "My Interests" to be "reserved for the starting 717

page" and proposed to position this tab as the first one. Accordingly, the "How does it 718

work?" tab should be the last tab, while "Explore", "New Things", and "People" should be in 719

the middle. Two users mentioned that the naming for the "New Things" tab is "not fitting 720

to the content of the tab", but none could come up with a different suggestion. The majority 721

suggested to change the name "People" to "Connect", as it would reflect the content of this 722

tab better. The tab "My Interests" for editing one’s interests was suggested to be named 723

"Manage Interests". Two users also suggested to keep this functionality as a button in the 724

initial overview, and not as a separate tab. 725

All five users mentioned that they like the popup they get by clicking on one specific 726

interest. One user said "Interacting with the visualization makes the dashboard more 727

dynamic, and not just static information that I see once and nothing changes after that". 728

Regarding specific interactions, the users mentioned that they would like to click on the 729

nodes of the node-link diagrams in "Explore" and "New Things". They would then expect 730

options like "Learn more", as "there might be a case where I do not know anything about 731
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the suggested interest. For this case a short description would help me decide whether 732

I want to add it or not". Correspondingly, an "Add to my interests" was wished for as 733

well. For the two visualizations in "People", four users said that they would expect to see 734

the node-link diagram first, and see the Venn diagram only after interacting with specific 735

authors seen in the network diagram. Users mentioned that the interests inside the Venn 736

diagram should also be clickable, to be able to add them to the interest profile. One user 737

stated "When seeing a common interest with another user, I would be interested to see the 738

weight of this interest in their profile". When asked how they would wish to access this 739

information, the idea that they suggested was that "The system could simply show this 740

when I hover over this common interest". 741

Overall, the evaluation of the second prototypes showed that the participants had 742

mostly similar positive opinions regarding the expected interactions with the dashboard. 743

Their feedback served as input for the final design cycle. 744

5.3.4. Third Iteration 745

Prototyping: In the final design cycle, we created high-fidelity prototypes that can be 746

interacted with by clicking and/or hovering. They were developed based on the users’ 747

feedback from the previous iterations regarding the visualizations and the interactions the 748

users would like to have. Under the tab "My interests" which now represents the dashboard 749

starting page, the users can choose between three visualizations representing their interest 750

model, namely a bar chart (Figure 14), packed circle chart (Figure 15), or word cloud (Figure 751

16). They can use the arrows around the chart to move from a visualization to another. 752

This design aims at giving users the possibility to select the visualization they feel more 753

comfortable interacting with. 754

Figure 14. Interest model as bar chart

Figure 15. Interest model as packed circle chart
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Figure 16. Interest as word cloud

After clicking on an interest, users will see a popup with different options. Users can 755

interact with their set of interests to look for similar interest or edit the existing ones. The 756

option "Similar interests" leads the user to another modal, where a node-link diagram is 757

shown (Figure 17). The center node is the initial interest, and the edges represent similar 758

interests. Users can interact with the visualization by clicking on a node. This will result in 759

showing the similarity score between the user’s main interest (the center node) and the new 760

selected interest, as well as giving the user a set of options in form of a popup. The "Learn 761

more" option gives a short description of the content of the node taken from Wikipedia. 762

"Expand" will show three further nodes with similar interests to the chosen node. The "Add 763

to my interest" option will add the new interest to the users interest model. Moreover, the 764

user can undo the action or can modify the weight of the new interest, which is given 1 by 765

default. After clicking on an interest, users can also select the option "Why this interest?", 766

where they will be led to another modal that explains the process of generating that specific 767

interest (Figure 18). Further, we provide two ways to allow users to scrutinize their interest 768

models. First, by selecting the option "Edit" after clicking on a specific interest. Second, 769

users can click on "Manage interests" button on the top right corner of the dashboard. This 770

button loads a popup page where users can see their interests and the weights of each 771

interest. Clicking on the pen icon next to each interests allows the users to alter their profile 772

by changing the weight of this interest using the slider or deleting it from their profile. 773

Additionally, users can add new interests to their profile (Figure 19). 774

Figure 17. Similar interests

The tab "Explore" shows an overview of users’ interests as a node-link diagram (Figure 775

20). Analogous to "Similar interests", users can interact with the visualization by clicking on 776

a node. This will result in the same set of options, where users can see the popup with the 777

options "Learn more", "Expand", and "Add to my interests". The difference is that "Similar 778

interests" suggests other interests related to one specific interest, while "Explore" suggests 779

interests related the whole set of the user’s interests. 780
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Figure 18. Why this interest?

Figure 19. Edit interests

Figure 20. Explore interests

We renamed the tab "New Things" to "Discover". Similar to "Explore", under this 781

tab users can interact with the visualization by clicking on the nodes (Figure 21). In this 782

visualization, the square nodes represent different fields of study, while the round nodes 783

represent some interests from that field. For the provided options shown in the popup, 784

besides "Learn more" and "Add to my interests" which do the same actions like in "Explore", 785

the user has an extra option which is to "Remove" one of the suggested interests. The reason 786

behind this option is that some of them could be not fitting the user’s taste at all, and also 787

to have a cleaner visualization without crowded nodes. 788

We also renamed the tab "People" to "Connect". Under this tab, users can click on 789

one author and select between two options; (a) see how they are influencing each other 790
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Figure 21. Discover new interests

("Where am I cited?" and "Where did I cite this author?") (Figure 22) and (b) compare their 791

interest models (Figure. In the Venn diagram to compare two authors, when hovering over 792

a common interest in the intersection area, the weight of that interest for each one of the 793

authors will be shown. Also, a user has the option to add one of the other user’s interests 794

to his or her profile 23). 795

Figure 22. Influence diagram Figure 23. Compare user interest profiles

Under the tab "How does it work?", the user can see a step by step explanation of the 796

process of the interest model generation. By clicking on each step, further details are shown 797

on demand (Figure 24). 798

799

Testing: Following the same steps as in the second iteration, different five users were 800

recruited to evaluate the final high-fidelity prototypes. We conducted a qualitative analysis 801

with open-ended questions to gather user feedback on the proposed visualizations for the 802

different self-actualization goals. Overall, the feedback collected from this last iteration 803

shows that the users were satisfied with the design of the interactive visualizations which 804

were perceived helpful to support users in exploring, developing, understanding, and 805

scrutinizing their interest profiles as well as socializing with users having similar interests. 806

The users provided few more suggestions for improvement that we summarize below. 807

For the node-link diagrams in the "Explore" tab and in the "Similar interests" option, 808

all five users stated that they prefer to be able to expand the graph twice. This means being 809

able to, first, see similar interests to their initial interest, and then seeing other similar ones, 810

but to the newly added ones as well. We also found that the displayed similarity score 811

between the interests was not well perceived by the users where they showed different 812

understanding of this score. Notably, two users said they would prefer that the similarity 813
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Figure 24. A step by step explanation of the interest model generation

score should be related to the initial node/interest, while two other users stated that they 814

would expect to be shown the similarity to the node before. Accordingly, there was no 815

agreement on what the similarity score should compare. In relation to the "Similar interests" 816

option, two users reported that the loupe icon used for this option is misleading a bit and 817

suggested to change it to a more meaningful icon. Moreover, one user mentioned that the 818

"Expand" feature is a bit hidden, and he would like to see indicators showing that this 819

option is available. Another user stated that, with a lot of interests, the visualization will be 820

crowded, and she suggested to make the users able to see more or less similar interests. 821

Related to the visualizations under the "Discover" tab, the feedback provided by 822

the users was quiet similar to the one in "Explore" and "Similar interests" in terms of 823

how many times to expand the chart and the similarity score issue. However, since the 824

provided items in this visualization are not very relevant to the user preferences, one user 825

mentioned that she would prefer to delete unwanted interests, while two other users would 826

prefer to hide it instead. Also, three users were expecting to have a confirmation pop-up 827

when hiding/deleting an interest, and to have an undo button like when adding interests. 828

Moreover, two users would like to have a list of the removed items. 829

Regarding the provided interactive visualization to explain the interest model genera- 830

tion, three users stated they are satisfied with the level of technical details provided and 831

they don’t need more technical explanation. However, two users suggested to provide a 832

"More info" button to see more technical explanation. Two users mentioned that "it’s not 833

obvious that the elements in the chart are clickable". 834

When interacting with the visualizations related to the Scrutinize self-actualization goal, 835

the majority of the participants reported that if the chart is not showing all the interests, a 836

"Show more" button should be added to show more than the seven most important interests. 837

Although we are reflecting the weight of each interest using the size of the node in the circle 838

packed chart and the size of the word in the word cloud visualizations, two participants 839

stated that "in the views, show me the weights when hovering over the circles/words". 840

While adding an interest, three users said they would expect an auto-completion feature. 841

Moreover, one user stated that after adding a new interest, he was expecting to see it with 842

kind of indication (green tick or new badge) in the visualization. 843

Regarding the "Connect" interface, most of the users’ feedback was focused on adding 844

a "Show more" button. Particularly, in the node-link diagram, three users stated that they 845

want to have the option to see more than three authors on both sides. Moreover, one user 846

stated that "the number was not obvious that it means the number of citations". Also when 847

showing the list of papers, they stated that they prefer to "see a maximum of five items 848

per page and add a navigation option to see the rest". In the same direction, three users 849
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mentioned that they would like to sort lists of papers by clicking on "Year", "Title" and 850

"Authors". Another user suggested to "show me the overall similarity score between a 851

selected author and me". 852

6. Conclusion and Future Work 853

In this paper, we focused on the effective design of interactive visualizations of trans- 854

parent user models for self-actualization. We presented EDUSS, a theoretically-sound 855

conceptual framework for self-actualization goals of transparent user modeling, consisting 856

of five main goals: Explore, Develop, Understand, Scrutinize, and Socialize. As a proof of 857

concept, we applied the proposed framework in the scientific research domain to system- 858

atically design interactive visualizations that can support the different self-actualization 859

goals, following a human-centered design (HCD) approach. The user feedback shows 860

that the EDUSS framework has the potential to be a useful process for the development of 861

transparent user models for self-actualization and an effective tool for creating effective 862

interactive visualizations of these models. However, due to the small sample size of the 863

participants, the results of the study cannot be generalized. In fact, the framework and the 864

resulting visualizations were mainly evaluated with local students interested in scientific 865

literature, who were familiar with visualizations. A wider population would be helpful to 866

assess the utility of the framework and the visualizations. 867

The study presented in this paper has provided us with insights to further work on 868

transparent user modeling for self-actualization. In future work, we plan to implement 869

the designed visualizations and integrate them into our transparent recommendation 870

and interest modeling application (RIMA). Moreover, we will conduct a large qualitative 871

and quantitative user study to validate the effectiveness of the EDUSS framework and 872

the resulting visualizations to achieve the different self-actualization goals. Further, we 873

will study the effects of explaining recommender systems by opening, scrutinizing, and 874

explaining black-box user profiles. 875
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